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In tonight’s presentation

•  Historic provision of  model ‘ideal’ settlements
•  The antecedents and emergence of  Garden Cities

•  The development of  and disenchantment with New Towns
•  A new round of  garden cities, garden towns and garden 

villages?
•  Some ideas from Hertfordshire and elsewhere 
•  Urbanism successes like Poundbury

•  How might that be reflected in Dorchester 2050?



Part One: Model settlements – ideal communities



Pre-industrial revolution - idea that housing should be provided by employers a 
feature of  the agricultural revolution – villages like Sledmere in Yorkshire
Industrial owners in Victorian era provided housing in part to style selves in 
image of  aristocratic estates
Fitted in with their political and religious views (some were Quakers or non-
conformists) (Source: A Congreve)






Antecedents of  Garden Cities 
go a long way back 



New Lanark, Scotland, founded 1786



New Lanark, Scotland

New Lanark developed by pioneering philanthropist Robert Owen

Modern ideas about housing combined with other socially progressive ideas

Founded in 1786 but most progressive activity in early 1800s >
•  An Infant School, 
•  A crèche for working mothers
•  Free medical care
•  Adult evening classes including patenting classes
•  Leisure and recreation were not forgotten; there were concerts, dancing, 

music-making
•  pleasant landscaped areas for the benefit of  the community

No longer a mill but built form now protected as a World Heritage Site 

Living, working community with 45 houses for social rent and 20 owner occupied
(Source: A Congreve)







Port Sunlight on the Wirral

•  Developed by soap magnate – W.H Lever (Lever company near Liverpool)
•  Lever: " the life of  the people, in all town planning, must be the first 

consideration" and that this should be achieved without the sacrifice of  what 
he called " beauty and inspiring vistas.” 

•  Began developing new settlement in 1888
•  One year later the factory was complete and 28 cottages built
•  By 1892, 278 cottages completed, by 1909 700 houses completed
•  Other provisions included a school, an adult education institute, a workers 

canteen, and library
•  Housing was also affordable – representing 1/5 of  weekly wages
•  Every home had ‘modern’ facilities including their own bathroom
•  Influence on US suburban developments – open plan turfed front gardens – 

to stop residents turning them into chicken runs
•  Lever was also an active political figure – supporting women's’ campaign for 

the vote + gave money for the first chair in town planning at Liverpool 
University

(Source: A Congreve)



Port Sunlight
•  Original styles were – old 

English
•  Later included Dutch style, 

‘Flemish’ houses and even two 
that were copies of  
Shakespeare’s cottage in 
Stratford

•  Streets laid out in wide, 
continental style and planted 
with trees

•  Showed it was possible to build 
workers’ houses quickly and 
without high costs

•  But no private gardens – only 
small yards, houses grouped 
around communal green spaces 
and allotments

•  Quite low density – only 5-8 
dwellings per acre

•  Buildings damaged in WWII – 
as soap

(Source: A Congreve)






New Earswick



Part Two: Emergence of  Garden Cities



�
�
19th century cities judged as a problem (this is image of  Manchester)�
Various attempts to create ‘villages of  vision’ (Darley, 1975) �
These didn’t start with Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City �








Abysmal conditions for the poor…  
  







Charles Booth’s mid C19th maps of  London’s social conditions laid this bare



In the 19th and early 20th centuries developed particularly rich history of  
utopian relationships to garden cities – within a strongly radical political 
economy:�
- Robert Owen at New Lanark (noted above), and the ‘Owenites’ and other 
utopian communities in the USA �
- Charles Fourier’s Phalanstere/gastrosophy - and the Fourierists/  
Associationists in the USA �
- Jean-Baptiste André Godin (1817 –1888) Familistère at Guise�
- The socialising design and planning settlement ideas of  the ‘material 
feminists’ including Charlotte Perkins Gilman �
- The development of  garden cities along lines proposed by Ebenezer Howard

Utopian influences on garden city ideas  







Fourier’s proposed ‘Phalansterie’ in France was 
one response to urban poverty 







Influenced by Fourier, Jean-Baptiste André 
Godin developed his ‘Familistère’ at Guise in 
Picardy - widely influential as practical 
example of  ‘industrial utopianism’ with 
collective work, living and socialised food 
aspects (included collective kitchens and 
community dining rooms)







Fourier inspired about 30 
phalanxes in USA over 19th 
century

Fourierists such as Albert 
Brisbane, and Owen at New 
Harmony in Indiana (from 
1825)tried put his ideas into 
practice

Utopian Associationists 
settlements in USA including 
Bronson Alcott’s (Louisa May 
Alcott’s father( communal but 
ascetic ‘Fruitlands’ in which food 
prohibitions featured heavily

Communal kitchens and dining 
rooms were often a feature as was 
a focus on rural production of  
own food
New Moral World, successor to New Harmony

The phalansterie







Oneida Perfectionists (founded by John 
Humphrey Noyes, 1848 in Oneida, New 
York) practiced ‘communalism’ and 
something they called ‘complex marriage’ -  
and created a Mansion house included 
communal dining and kitchen space





Amana Inspirationists communities in Iowa from 
around 1856 drawn from Swiss German immigrants 
– and similar Hutterian communities also emerged – 
again with focus on farming, communal 
arrangements – in each Amana community 8-10 
Amana women worked in ‘Kuchenbas’ – kitchen 
houses which became social hubs



Dealing with domestic labour central to the 
vision:�
�
- entire settlements: urban, suburban and 
rural�
- ‘kitchenless’ apartments and cottages �
- communal/public kitchens and dining 
rooms �
- distribution of  ready meals �
- use of  labour saving devices developed for 
industrial and commercial settings �
�
Included polemics like Melusina Fay 
Pierce’s (top right) and schemes like 
Howland’s Topolobampo (right)



These various strands of  utopian 
thinking were influential on designing 
some actual places: 

Leonard Ladd’s 1890 improved 
dwelling houses in Philadelphia with 
centralised kitchen and laundry (above)

But some schemes foundered: Orson 
Squire Fowler (phrenologist, amateur 
architect, and head of  a publishing 
empire) designed Octagon Houses 
which proposed by  Henry Chubb as 
basis for a utopian Octagon City for 
vegetarian living in 1856 Kansas – 
unfortunately could not recruit enough 
vegetarians and had to allow meat 
eaters	  



King Camp Gillette’s Metropolis of  1894 was proposed to 
be built on Niagara Falls (to make use of  hydropower)  
based on the utopian ideas of  his book ‘The Human 
Drift’ – the town plan showed co-operative buildings – 
those marked C where food stored and prepared







Brings us back to the 
UK:
Ebenezer Howard 
was aware of  these 
strands
Also influenced by 
radical land 
economics (Alfred 
Marshall and others)
He proposed Garden 
Cities (1898) that 
achieved a workable 
synthesis between the 
visionary and the 
practical    

The Garden City

• Garden City most 
potent planning 
model in Western 
urban planning 

• Created by Ebenezer 
Howard in 1898  to 
solve urban and rural 
problems 

• Source of many key 
planning ideas during 
20th century



In the UK, Garden City ideas 
proposed and developed by Ebenezer 
Howard and his followers had range 
of  economic and spatial expressions 
of  these utopian roots – yet in 
Howard’s terms highly practical�


The garden city in Australia 1900-1930 63
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Figure 1. The 'correct principle of a city's growth' from Garden Cities of To-Morrow (1902).

at different scales. Three configurations recur in the early British literature. First, was the
concept of an existing metropolitan area transformed from an agglomeration into a
functional amalgam of relatively identifiable communities, a vision offered in New Towns
After the War[8]. Second, the 'greenbelt' or green-girdled city idea was a planet-metropolis
framed by a ring of satellite developments. An early and striking illustration showing London
surrounded by 'Ten Cities of Health' was presented to the 1910 Town Planning Conference
of the Royal Institute of British Architects by Arthur Crow[9]. Third, the 'regional city'
vision was dispersed but nucleated town-building on a continuous background of open
country. This was a formula favoured in inter-war regional planning schemes[10].

Howard was the figurehead of the garden city movement but Raymond Unwin was its
most eminent theoretician and practitioner. Contending that the garden city idea was 'too
theoretical and experimental' to have wide appeal, Unwin helped to establish the garden city
as a planning tradition relevant to existing cities. His classic statement was Nothing Gained
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Garden Cities 
would be based on 
“‘three magnets’ of  
town, country and 
town-country, 
in which all the 
advantages of  the 
most energetic town 
life, with all the 
beauty and delight of  
the country, may be 
secured in perfect 
combination”’     

Three magnets diagram 
from Ebenezer Howard’s A 
Peaceful Path to Real Reform, 
1898 



Sustainable living

Each Garden City of  
around 32,000 
people would be part 
of   constellation of  
settlements  making 
up ‘the sociable city’



Howard's idea of  the ‘boundedness’ of  a city 
central to his conceptualisation of  the Garden City 

         



Correct relationship with 
the existing city – places 
like London – which 
would ‘naturally’ decline 
as garden city 
settlements took over…     
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These were not organised or funded by 
government
Instead, private initiative so money to 
buy land had to be raised and then idea 
had to be ‘sold’ to the public….



First at Letchworth Garden City using devices like the ‘cheap cottages’ exhibition



Then at Welwyn Garden City







These ideas took off  - examples in UK included Hampstead Garden Suburb







But…already a drift to smaller scale of  the suburb…
and without land value capture (collective ownership 
of  land and ist betterment profits) 

HGS advocated by Henrietta Barnett, Unwin’s 1905 
plan for an artisan’s quarter in Hampstead Garden 
Suburb in London: “Nothing to be Gained by 
Overcrowding”  (Unwin, 1912)        

64 Robert Freestone

The ; QzidsrL • G& • Tkwdpk '• ajplied-to 'Juhurbf.

Figure 2. 'The Garden City Principle applied to Suburbs' from Nothing Gained by
Overcrowding (1912).

by Overcrowding! How the Garden City Type of Development may Benefit both Owner and
Occupier (1912).

Published by the GCTPA, this booklet brought together the 'micro' and 'macro' streams of
garden city planning. Unwin's main aim was to discredit the 'bye law' system of land and
housing development by demonstrating the economic, social and aesthetic superiority of 'the
garden city principle'. Town size and structure were secondary considerations but he did
present a general spatial model (Fig. 2) which could be linked to Howard's 'correct principle'
of growth:

If it is deemed desirable to limit the size of a new town like Letchworth to something like 35,000 people
and to plan for an agricultural belt to intervene between this town and the federated townlets which
may be permitted to spring up around it, surely it is still more desirable to make some effort to secure
definite belts of open space around existing towns and to encourage their development by means of
detached suburbs grouped around some centre and separated from the existing town by at least
sufficient open ground to provide for fresh air, recreation and contact with growing nature[ll].

Unwin's notion of suburban 'crystals' reflected a larger theme in his design philosophy: the
introduction of order in formlessness. He saw cellular urban structure as an extension of the
law of allometry. What was vital for the growth and survival of a natural organism became,
in the urban context, a physical blueprint for maintaining commercial efficiency and human
cooperation. Unwin reiterated the same basic ideas in later years. By 1920 he was
interchanging the terms 'independent suburb' and 'satellite town'; by 1930 the satellite
communities themselves would be split into distinct wards or neighbourhoods[12].

Aspects of the legacy of garden city thought on the goals, methods, and achievements of
town and country planning in Britain have been well recorded[13]. The history of urban
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Wythenshawe Garden Suburb on 
edge of  Manchester







Garden city inspired suburb ideas reflected in 
Post WW1 ‘Homes for Heroes’ in Essex at edge of  London







Part Three: Garden Cities and Suburbs as a global phenomenon


 








Garden settlements in France, Italy, Russia, Finland, Japan, 
Palestine, Australia, Brazil…

“Garden cities and garden suburbs were a dominant theme in community planning 
throughout the twentieth century. Ebenezer Howard’s garden city at Letchworth and 
Henrietta Barnett’s garden suburb at Hampstead, London, attracted international 
renown and emulation, beginning before 1914. 

The design standards proved adaptable to private development, model industrial 
villages, public housing, and state new towns. Today, the ideas of  Howard, Raymond 
Unwin, and John Nolen are providing the basis for sustainable development and the 
New Urbanism movement.” (Miller, 2002)

 




‘Garden city’ ideas famously influential in 
shaping other places including Australia’s new 
national capital, Canberra, in early 20th century

7

Part 1 – The Griffin Legacy

Figure 1.1: Griffin’s 1912 Competition Plan



22

following the crystallisation of the young antipodean federation with interest for some

time.

The award of first premium to Griffin’s entry was certainly helped by the lavish

presentation of Marion Mahoney’s sepia toned depictions of the city. However, the

venerated English urbanist Patrick Abercrombie was less enthusiastic in his appraisal

of Griffin’s entry, he stated that the design contained ‘so many obvious defects’ and

that perhaps the judging panel were so impressed by the quality of the presentation

package that they could not see the numerous flaws in the design itself (Harrison 1995

p.28).

Regardless of Abercrombie’s pessimism, it is clear that, over just a few short weeks in

his studio space in Chicago, Griffin produced a plan of startling clarity and intent.

The design would draw together his two key influences into a grand vision for a city

instilled with a sense of enthusiasm for an emerging and, in his view, progressive

democratic nation - a nation newly freed from its colonial history and ready to take its

place on the world stage.

Figure 1.5: Griffin’s Illustration of his City Plan

Canberra – melding Garden City and City Beautiful ideas – 
winningly illustrated by Marion Mahoney Griffin



 One of  the strengths of  the Griffin plan was its easeful melding of  Beaux Arts and 
City-Beautiful formality on one hand, with the more relaxed and intimate precepts of  
the Prairie School landscape and the liveable Garden City on the other.
(Alasdair McGregor, 2009: 133) 







The Garden City in places as far afield as Japan in early 20th C

fJ, 1*VtiB3 
m 9JTI-m 4 

FIGURE 2: Denenchofu, overall plan with connect- 

ing railway and the Tama River to the west, 1924 

lution, Japan had urbanized to the point where many people 
believed that the city had been cut off from all elements of 
nature and that the ill effects of smog and noise were ad- 

versely affecting their lives. Shibusawa intended not merely to 
build suburban housing for the white-collar worker, but rather 
to create a self-contained city free from the noise and grime of 
the urban center and supervised by a socially oriented corpora- 
tion. 

Like Howard, Shibusawa believed that new economic ar- 

rangements were essential to create the ideal garden city. 
Before he undertook Denenchofu, he had been a prominent 
entrepreneur, the head of a Tokyo development company 
which had built projects including Kabutoch6 Business Park, 
Ginza District Revitalization Plan, and the Marunouchi Office 
District.14 However, since economic concerns always took prece- 
dence in these projects, none of them developed into the ideal 
which Shibusawa had envisioned; he had to tear down Kabu- 
tocho Business Park soon after completion, and the Mitsubishi 

Corporation took over the Marunouchi Office District for its 
offices. Shibusawa gradually came to agree with Howard that 

development driven by economic forces could not be con- 
trolled. As the head of a company with many employees 
depending on him for their livelihoods, however, he felt that he 
could not pursue risky or unprofitable ventures. But, as he 

approached retirement, he felt freer to consider more idealistic 

projects and in fact vowed to pursue nonprofit projects in his 
last years. Influenced by Christian concepts of charity, his 

philanthropic work included Denenchofu as well as founding 
schools and homes for the aged. Shibusawa, fundamentally a 

capitalist-minded developer, therefore set about to realize 
Howard's socialistic notions through his own philanthropic 
actions. 

PLANNING DENENCH6FU 

According to Shibusawa's autobiography, the plan for Denen- 

ch6fu was inspired by Yaemon Hata, who had tried unsuccess- 

fully to create a similar garden city in Ryuzan, Korea. Deter- 

mined finally to build such a city, Hata met with the mayor of 

Tokyo, Yukio Osaki, who introduced him to Shibusawa in 

February 1915. Shibusawa, looking for a project to pursue after 

his retirement, readily embraced this idea and in September 
assembled a group of influential businessmen concerned about 

unplanned development to discuss it. The group included 

Shibusawa's son-in-law Tsuneta Yano, president of KK Printing 

Company; Keizo Owake, manager of the Tokyo-Yokohama 

Railway; Kintaro Hattori, founder of the Seiko Watch and Clock 

Group; Tanio Kakinuma, founder of Yoshi Paper Company; 
and Kyf Ichihara, owner of a pump manufacturing company 
and the founder ofToyokuni Bank. In the following year, these 

members formed Garden City Corporation Founding Associa- 

tion (Denentoshi Kaisha Soritsu Inkai). Finally, after several 

years of discussion and preliminary planning, they formed 

Garden City Incorporated (Denentoshi Kabushiki-gaisha) on 2 

September 1918 and made Shibusawa its president.15 

Throughout the initial planning phases, Denenchofu's 

founders aimed to create more than a garden suburb in 

adapting Howard's idea toJapan. As Howard proposed, Denen- 

chofu was planned to be dependent not on the economic 

interests of land companies, lending institutions, or railway 

companies, but rather on a nonprofit development company 
headed by Shibusawa. In fact, the city was planned and built 

before the completion of the railway and railway station so 

essential to the economic feasibility of the project. Capital was 

provided by the private support of Shibusawa and his friends. 

Shibusawa's philanthropic intentions were thus an expression 

142 JSAH / 55:2, JUNE 1996 
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Japanese garden city of  
Denechofu outside 
Tokyo

FIGURE 4: Denench6fu, aerial photograph, 1934 

significantly influenced the demographics of the area, as 
Shibusawa attracted many of his socially progressive friends, 
and Yano encouraged many of his Dai-ichi employees to move 
there. While not explicitly multi-class, Denench6fu expressed 
the social structure of this period, markedly freer than that of its 
feudal predecessors. 

To develop a physical plan for parceling out the Garden City 
Corporation's land, Hideo Shibusawa visited Europe and 
America in 1919 for seven months. When he visited the garden 
city of Letchworth, England, it was still under construction and 
had only a few houses and residents. Consequently, he thought 
it would be a lonely place in which to live, especially in winter. 
He preferred the San Francisco suburb of St. Francis Wood, 
begun in 1911. This development's "ruggedness of the wilder- 
ness with big trees and many flowers as well as a concentric road 

pattern like the one around the Arch of Triumph in Paris" 

particularly impressed him.20 Hideo Shibusawa wanted to build 
this radial pattern in Japan, as, he noted, "A street with a curve 

has no perspectival vanishing point, and consequently engen- 
ders a sense of curiosity and embraces one's dreams."21 Hideo 
Shibusawa subsequently called upon architect Kintaro Yabe, 
who had previously worked on the baroque-style grand manner 
site plan for the Meiji Shrine Outer Gardens (Meiji Jingu 
Gaien), to draw the plans and realize his ideas. 

The Garden City Corporation proceeded to finalize a city 
plan [Figure 2] based on a loose interpretation of Hideo 
Shibusawa's observations, Howard's diagram, and Eiichi Shi- 
busawa's idealistic visions. A compact city was to be built on 
farmland along the fertile banks of the Tama River, located 
between the urban centers ofTokyo and Yokohama. Yano, who 
lived in this area before Denench6fu's conception, knew the 
site's natural beauty and its view of Mount Fuji.22 So through his 

personal contacts and acquaintances, during the three years 
following the company's establishment, the Denentoshi Corpo- 
ration gradually bought up the land in the area. Although the 

corporation intended to acquire all surrounding land (the 

144 JSAH / 55:2, JUNE 1996 
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Garden suburbs not cities gained the most traction

The Garden Suburb – Charles Reade in South Australia
Colonel Light Gardens was constructed on a 120 hectare site:
 
“where people of  all socio-economic groups would live as a community with no 
barriers in terms of  access and no segregation on the basis of  income. In its 
planning, Reade drew together the latest international practices in two-
dimensional urban design and added living, community, business and 
recreation areas so that the whole formed a satisfactory pattern that has stood 
the test of  time” (Freestone, 1989: 177)


282 Garnaut & Hutchings

office in the State Bank building in the city of Adelaide until 1940 when the Commission
relocated to the Colonel Light Gardens Institute.

Reade’s collaborator on the garden suburb proposal, Assistant Inspector General of the
State Bank, Michael Francis McNamara, was appointed First Garden Suburb Commissioner
in May 1920 [19]. Not long after, he was promoted to Inspector General, forcing his
resignation from the Colonel Light Gardens post. Charles Davenport Harris replaced him.
Harris was a former surveyor in the South Australian Lands and Survey Department and a
forthright town planning and Garden City advocate [20].

Harris faced the immense challenge of transforming the garden suburb site, an expanse of
open dusty paddocks relieved only by occasional gum trees, scattered roads and tracks, and
one simple stone farmhouse, into a model residential environment. There was no money
from parliament for road construction, and gas, electricity and sewerage connections were
mere promises. A tram terminus, the nearest public transport, was about a mile from the
north-west corner. Unworried, Harris forged ahead – by late April 1921 he had instigated
preliminary works including surveys and the mapping of blocks for dwellings and public
recreation reserves ready for the initial August 1921 land release.

The garden suburb took shape slowly as services were installed, building plans approved,
roads and footpaths laid (Fig. 3), street trees planted and reserves, including Mortlock and
Reade Parks, developed through voluntary local labour collaborating with paid municipal

Figure 1. Approved plan of Colonel Light Gardens (source: Colonel Light Gardens: Comfort,
Convenience, Beauty [Colonel Light Gardens Sales Brochure] Adelaide: Government Printer, 1921).
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Reade’s approved plan 
of  1921





Part Four: New Towns’ origins, evolution, decline..?







Radburn, New Jersey

Post war New Towns often 
seen to be inheritors of  
garden cities but I think that is 
not really entirely accurate.
Not just ‘post war’
Had number of  other 
planning and design 
antecedents: Clarence Perry 
and the 1920s 
Neighbourhood Unit







Radburn, New Jersey

Clarence Perry’s 1020s 
Neighbourhood Unit 
was influential on the 
way the ‘Radburn 
Layout’ was conceived 
– in turn highly 
influential on later 
New Towns 
placemaking ideas







Separate streets for people and vehicles 
pioneered through the ‘Radburn Layout’ 
at Radburn New Jersey.

Precursor to New Towns where Radburn 
‘parkways’ gave way to motorways and 
separate pedestrian path systems







Another example of this adaptability was for the 
automobile (eg Radburn, New Jersey, USA, (1928-)The Radburn Layout – Radburn, New Jersey







Radburn, New Jersey
Radburn Layout – Orchard Park 
Estate, Kingston upon Hull 1963 
(right) 

The Meadows, Nottingham, 
1970s comprehensive 
redevelopment based on Radburn 
layout in form of  Neighbourhood 
Unit (below)







Shouldn’t forget 1920s-1930s ‘cellular 
city’  and ‘broadacre city’ proposals 
from people including Rank Lloyd 
Wright – with neighbourhoods 
divided by high speed roads  –  not 
built but again connected to 
Radburn/Neighbourhood Unit ideas 
and influential on New Towns and 
post war sprawl everywhere







New Towns origins: reflecting the legacy of  Le Corbusier



The proposed ‘Ville Radieuse’ (after demolishing central 
Paris)‘Corbusian’approaches to urban design and planning 








The Ville Radieuse: 
cars on the ground, 
people in the sky







These ideas (and distortions/hybrid interpretations of  them incredibly influential on 
individual building design and shaping places in 20th C



The Blitz 1940-1941 can be seen as another cause of  
the postwar development of  New Towns 



Jorn Duwel and Neils Gutschow show in ‘A Blessing in Disguise: War and Town 
Planning in Europe’(2013) bomb damage seen as an opportunity for widespread renewal
Not just a town planning issue or solely town planners’ responsibility. Clapson and 
Larkham (2013: 4) point out that a large number of  different players in government and 
private sector were involved



Yet the seeds for New Towns had been planted earlier – prewar was live discussion 
in public policy terms for planning post war Britain –
Sir John Reith (below), Sir Patrick Abercrombie (below right) actively promoting 
massive alteration to planning and housing post-war



Abercrombie’s ‘Functional Analysis’ of  London 1943



Published 1943 - proposed significant decanting of  population to new 
settlements outside London where they could live at ‘healthier’ lower densities



London itself  was to be comprehensively redeveloped with 
massive demolitions, tower block development and huge 
motorways dividing up areas as ‘neighbourhood units’ as per 
1920s US developments



London was not the only place that was to be redeveloped in a Corbusian/
Neighbourhood Unit/Radburn Layout mode. Here’s Abercrombie and 
City Fathers in 1944 unveiling a new plan for Plymouth



Imagery like the garden 
city ads earlier…but very 
different architecture 
and planning



Post World War II – vision of  
rebuilding a New Britain through 
comprehensive redevelopment�
 - even though only a third that was 
demolished was caused by bomb 
damage �
�
- Context of  derelict, bomb 
damaged cities �
- ‘Homes for heroes’�
- New Town Planning Acts �
- Rising car ownership�
- New industrialised building 
materials �
- New vision of  the city �




Medium to high rise apartment blocks would replace ‘outdated’ terraces



New Towns were designated in 
Mark One, Two and Three stages - 
Clapson and Larkham, The Blitz and its 
Legacy (2013) 

Stevenage, Harlow, Hatfield etc designated 
as Mark Ones – overseen by Baron Silkin 
(designator of  ‘Silkingrad’)
	  



Spread of  new 
towns around 
London







Town centres like Stevenage New Town embodied these aspirations



Towns/town centres like Stevenage New Town embodied modernist design preferences



Stevenage New Town




Stevenage New 
Town



Hatfield  New Town - 
Goldings Crescent



Harlow New Town, Essex, 1956



Harlow New Town, Essex, 1956



Crawley New Town



Milton Keynes – ‘Mark Three’ New Town – 
most explicitly car centred, with superblock layout 



New town neighbourhood design – neighbourhood units with separate 
pedestrian pathway systems within superblocks at Milton Keynes



Milton Keynes new town neighbourhood design – of  ‘heritage significance’?



Elizabeth New Town north of Adelaide 
Huge expectations about a modern future…  



Living in Elizabeth New Town





Elizabeth Town Centre…shades of  Stevenage?




Rejection of  New Town model - 
local opposition to Basildon 
New Town



Basildon 1957 – 
New Towns’ 
‘unfinished’ 
quality – 
always ‘under 
construction’?



Late 1960s – Growing public concern �
�
Comprehensive Redevelopment judged a failure�
New townscapes and buildings unpopular�
Fundamental change in public opinion - conservation approach favoured�
View that needed to repair and restore rather than replace



Problems with area layouts and housing design, tenure and quality - too low 
density, land uses too separated out and too car dependent? 







Post industrial decline: New Towns “suffered from the unintended side 
effects and unanticipated social and technological changes that undermined 
the basis of  their design decisions” (Alexander, 2009:121)  



Town centre decline - Stevenage New 
Town Centre today awaiting substantial 
renewal now planned



Town and neighbourhood centre 
decline – Hatfield New Town 
Centre today (below); the Hatfield 
2030 renewal consultation 
process (left)



See https://www.hatfield2030.co.uk/
	  







New Towns seen 
as poor living 
environments…  





Part Six: A new round of  garden cities?�




‘New’ New Towns” There have been previous attempts

•  ‘Ecotown’ plans were announced by then PM Gordon Brown in 2007 for ten ‘carbon 
neutral’ new settlements

•  To provide 200,000 new homes by 2020
•  Brand new towns outside existing settlements
•  Ideas bypassed normal local government plan making
•  Would make use of  sites where land redundant or being held by govt agencies 

unnecessarily
•  Initially 57 plans for eco-towns were submitted
•  Town and Country Planning Association put in charge of  setting sustainability standards
•  Idea of  fast tracking and going ahead without regulation affected by banking crisis
•  Sometimes local councils bypassed and consortia led by regional planning bodies – 

Marston Vale in Bedfordshire

(Manns, 2008) 
http://extra.shu.ac.uk/ppp-online/issue_3_121108/documents/
ecotowns_labour_residential_development.pdf
Adapted from A. Congreve



Eco Towns demise

•  Most Eco Towns put on hold because of  recession – not planning 
•  But also widespread political backlash against new settlements
•  Eco Towns as idea proved politically unacceptable to local communities
•  In 2012 was still being argued useful concept despite being out of  favour 

http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/1302479/
what_has_happened_to_the_uks_ecotowns.html)

•  One example at Upton, Northants might be considered to have eco town 
characteristics although is also a ‘sustainable urban extension’ 
www.northampton.gov.uk/.../developing_a_model_sustainable_community_at_upton


Adapted from A. Congreve







“It is important to create places where "people want to live".  Some people feel 
we've lost the art of  creating great places with the right social and 
environmental infrastructure. Certainly, mistakes were made in the [post-war] 
new towns, with the state deciding arrogantly what people ought to like. But in 
the last century, private and social enterprise also created places like 
Hampstead Garden Suburb, Letchworth and Welwyn Garden City - not 
perfect, but popular - green, planned, secure, with gardens, places to play and 
characterful houses; not just car-dominated concrete grids.”

David Cameron, 2012


 
 

New Garden Cities mooted since at least 2012 as part of  
approaches to deal with housing crisis







‘Over the last century the garden city ideals have proven to be outstandingly durable. 
Today, we still face the primary challenges confronted by early garden city pioneers: 
meeting our housing shortage, generating jobs and creating beautiful, inclusive places. 
However, we also have the new challenges of  globalised markets and the urgent need to 
adapt to and mitigate the effects of  climate change.

With…strong reference towards these principles emerging in the coalition government's 
policies it is worth re-examining the original vision; garden cities combine the very best 
of  town and country living to create healthy homes for working people in vibrant 
communities. The garden cities were fired by a sense of  idealism and enthusiasm, with 
numerous voluntary organisations. Today, we can go further. Creating garden cities can 
provide the opportunity and the economies of  scale to truly fulfill the ambitions of  
sustainable development by delivering multiple benefits including social housing, zero 
carbon design, sustainable transport and local food sourcing.
 
New communities also offer a powerful opportunity to introduce governance structures 
that put people at the heart of  new communities and hand over ownership of  
community assets’. (TCPA, 2012)


 
 

Town and Country Planning Association’s view







‘A Garden City is a holistically planned new settlement which enhances the natural 
environment and offers high-quality affordable housing and locally accessible work in 
beautiful, healthy and sociable communities. The Garden City principles are an indivisible 
and interlocking framework for their delivery, and include:
•  Land value capture for the benefit of  the community.
•  Strong vision, leadership and community engagement.
•  Community ownership of  land and long-term stewardship of  assets.
•  Mixed-tenure homes and housing types that are genuinely affordable.
•  A wide range of  local jobs in the Garden City within easy commuting distance of  

homes.
•  Beautifully and imaginatively designed homes with gardens, combining the best of  town 

and country to create healthy communities, and including opportunities to grow food.
•  Development that enhances the natural environment, providing a comprehensive green 

infrastructure network and net biodiversity gains, and that uses zero-carbon and 
energy-positive technology to ensure climate resilience.

•  Strong cultural, recreational and shopping facilities in walkable, vibrant, sociable 
neighbourhoods.

•  Integrated and accessible transport systems, with walking, cycling and public transport 
designed to be the most attractive forms of  local transport.

(TCPA, 2016)

 
 

The Garden City principles 




The Observer, 24.11.2013 (right)
BBC News December 2014 (below)



The Observer, 24.11.2013



The Observer, 24.11.2013

This time around…nothing in any of  the Manifestos this time round explicitly 
about garden cities, villages or towns, but….

Conservatives: ‘Beautiful, high-quality homes. We will ask every community to 
decide on its own design standards for new development, allowing residents a greater 
say on the style and design of  development in their area, with local councils 
encouraged to build more beautiful architecture.’ 

Labour: ‘Labour will set up a new English Sovereign Land Trust, with powers to buy 
land more cheaply for low-cost housing. We will use public land to build this housing, 
not sell it off  to the highest bidder…. We will make brown field sites the priority for 
development and protect the green belt. 

Lib Dems: Require all new homes and non-domestic buildings to be built to a zero-
carbon standard (where as much energy is generated on-site, through renewable 
sources, as is used), by 2021, rising to a more ambitious (‘Passivhaus’) standard by 
2025…Amend planning rules to promote sustainable transport and land use…Reform 
planning to ensure developers are required to provide essential local 
infrastructure from affordable homes to schools, surgeries and roads alongside new 
homes. 

	  



The Observer, 24.11.2013This time around…nothing in any of  the Manifestos this time round explicitly about 
garden cities, villages or towns, but….

Green party: noting specific on garden cities but quite a lot about gardens and urban 
food growing. And a fair bit on planning…including….
Establish a Land Commission to investigate the effects concentrated land ownership is 
having on food and farming systems, housing, local economies, cultures and livelihoods.
This Commission will be introduced alongside a new Land Value Tax (see ‘Reforming 
property taxes’ section below), which will help ensure that all land is taxed fairly.
We will change the planning system to prevent building on floodplains, to further reduce 
the flooding risk communities face.
Give councils the power to set their own housing targets, and to strike the right balance 
between local housing need and the need to preserve the local environment.
Expand the powers of  councils to prevent land banking through mechanisms including 
charging developers who sit on land where permission has been granted

Brexit Party: no manifesto

	  



The Observer, 24.11.2013



Garden cities (and garden 
villages) are back on political 
agenda

•  Ebbsfleet Garden City, Bicester 
‘Garden Town’ most developed 
initiatives, range of  other projects now 
underway around the country

•  Question mark over scale needed to 
respond to argued housing crisis

•  Local impacts and issues

http://www.gardencitiesinstitute.com/sites/
default/files/documents/
garden_city_perspectives_final_web_1.pdf




Large number 
of  garden 
villages seen as 
one possible 
response







 Have also been some quite radical ‘in theory’ proposals…

8   T&CP Tomorrow Series Paper 12: Heathrow Garden City 

Above

Heathrow Garden City 

Heathrow Garden City Masterplan

Presentation by

T&CP Tomorrow Series Paper 12: Heathrow Garden City 9

Garden Suburbs 

Urban Villages

Broadwaters

Green Infrastructure
(inc. amenity, allotments &
community orchards)

Shuttle bus route

T5 Engineering &
Technology Centre

Green Belt, countryside &
open space

Key:



As of  early 2017, there were new garden villages and towns ‘in 
the works’ (promising 200,000 new homes)
Currently around 14 new garden 
villages proposed for development in 
UK:
•  Long Marston in Stratford-upon-Avon
•  Oxfordshire Cotswolds, West Oxfordshire
•  Deenethorpe in Northamptonshire
•  Culm in Devon
•  Welborne in Hampshire
•  West Carclaze in Cornwall
•  Dunton Hills in Essex
•  Spitalgate Heath in Lincolnshire
•  Halsnead in Merseyside
•  Longcross in Surrey
•  Bailrigg in Lancaster

•  Infinity Garden Village in Derbyshire
•  St Cuthberts in Cumbria
•  Handforth in Cheshire

There are three new garden towns 
which will be in: �

•  Buckinghamshire (Aylesbury area)
•  Somerset (Taunton area)
•  Essex-Hertfordshire border (Harlow 

and Gilston)

•  Govt recently proposed to re-open 
some ‘Beeching’ closure rail lines and 
put garden villages here

	  

Source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-38486907
	  



Source: 
https://
www.gov.uk/
government/
publications/
creating-
space-for-
beauty-
interim-
report-of-the-
building-
better-
building-
beautiful-
commission
	  



Part Seven: Some Hertfordshire examples and research �








Garden Village proposals on edge 
of  Hatfield

http://
www.gascoynececil.co
m/symondshyde/








20    David Lock Associates - Cultivating New Communities 2013
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“The studio’s ‘Birchall Garden Suburb’ 
visioning statement and masterplan was 
influenced by Ebenezer Howard’s and Louis 
de Soissons’ original 1920s designs for the 
city. The masterplan features a large 
landscaped area outdoor alongside 2,500 new 
homes. The scheme includes a park, wildlife 
corridor and tree-lined streets in a bid to 
increase biodiversity. Direct public transport 
and cycle routes would link the development 
to the existing Welwyn Garden Suburb 
district”
David Lock and Associates 


 
 

Proposed garden suburb on edge of  Welwyn 







HOW SHOULD THE COUNTY GROW?

HERTFORDSHIRE
GUIDE TO GROWTH–2021

DRAFT

 
Garden cities revived - explored theoretically through 

The Hertfordshire Guide to Growth (2008) 
https://www.herts.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/10289/

herts-charrette-guide-to-growth_02-12-2008.pdf
 







 
Based on an ‘urban village’ model rather than a 
neighbourhood unit/New Towns model of  development

 

All the proposals generated by 
the design team are intended 
to offer an alternative to the 
continuation of the generally 
unsatisfactory growth patterns 
which have been delivered by 
the post-war planning process 
within Hertfordshire. 

The Urban Village has the following at-
tributes: 

It is important to recognise that particular 
care is required with certain special cases 
such as hospitals or universities. Otherwise 
there are a number of important comparisons 
between the Urban Village and the suburban 
model.

planning increment: when clustered with 
others, it becomes a town; when stand-
ing free in the landscape, it becomes 
a village. The Urban Village varies in 
population and density to accommodate 
local conditions.

so that a majority of the population is 
within a pedestrian shed of a 5-minute 
walking distance of its centre (500 M). 
The basic needs of daily life are ideally 
available within this area. This centre 
provides the location for a bus stop or 
rail station, convenience stores, work 
places, community events, and leisure 
activities. 

that there are alternate routes to most 
destinations. This disperses traffic, per-
mitting most streets to be smaller and 
slower and as a result, able to support 
parking, trees, sidewalks, and buildings 
without buffers or setbacks. They are 
equitable for both vehicles and pedestri-
ans. 

spatially defined by building frontages 
along the pavements in a disciplined 

THE URBAN VILLAGE MODEL

The diagram to the left depicts two models of 
growth, the post-war suburban pattern, which is 
currently common within the County and the ‘Ur-
ban Village’ pattern, which has numerous historic 
precedents in Britain.

The suburban model (depicted on the left side), 
features cul-de-sacs and collector roads which 
rarely connect to the greater network. Shopping 
centres and office parks exist as isolated entities, 
with separate access to the main roads and no 
direct connections to the nearby residential areas. 
Landscaping is not continuous throughout the de-
velopment, with trees primarily serving as buffers. 
This approach to development isolates the housing 
and can lead to an unwarranted dependence on 
the car. The Urban Village model (depicted on 
the right side) accommodates a similar number of 
residential and commercial units. Housing is ac-
commodated on a network, which offers residents 
alternative routes to most destinations. Retail and 
offices are allocated within a high street. This 
approach to development not only lessens depen-
dency on cars; it can foster a sense of community 
and local identity.

School

Houses

High Street shops

Shopping Centre

Office buildings
Business Park

Terrace housing

Housing estate

School

The ‘Typical’ 
Post-war Model

The Urban 
Village Model

THE URBAN VILLAGE VS. 
THE SUBURBAN MODEL

These patterns can be seen to prioritise three aims: 

high quantities of parking and the segregation of 
building clusters by their purpose. The result is that 
traffic and the consequential pavement become 
the central, unavoidable focuses of public life.

The design team’s proposals instead return to the 
traditional pattern of pedestrian and transport-
oriented Urban Villages – an approach which has 

been inadvertently sidelined in the post-war 
years. Although Urban Villages can be easily 
identified within Hertfordshire – in places like 
St Albans, Hertford and Standon – this sort 
of outcome is not typically envisioned in the 
planning process, placing architects and de-
velopers in a peculiar position of being unable 
to emulate the County’s most admired, and 
indeed environmentally sustainable, historic 
patterns.

8







Future growth scenarios including a 
stand alone garden city option (6)







“Indeed, a New Town of  100,000-140,000 dwellings could absorb the growth of  
Hertfordshire well into the mid-century. There is a long history of  New Towns in 
Hertfordshire. The County is home to the first and best known garden cities in the 
world, Letchworth and Welwyn, as well as several of  the most important New Towns 
from the postwar period. Whilst the garden cities have been judged successful, the New 
Towns are not necessarily considered to be so, and have damaged the reputation of  New 
Towns as desirable Scenarios for growth. Nevertheless a new town on a revised model, 
incorporating all that has been learned, should be considered as it would have many 
positive consequences.”

The Hertfordshire Guide to Growth (2008))


 
 

Herts Guide to Growth noted…



 Wolfson Prize proposals…

The Financial Times, 14.11.2013



Downloadable from http://www.uh-sustainable.co.uk/planning/exploringGardenCities.php




We do need to increase 
housing supply but 
‘business as usual’ or 
technical fixes hasn’t 
worked to deliver 
exceptional, prosperous 
places 
 
Instead have blighted edges 
of lots of British towns 
with poor quality 
development that sprawls 
into countryside 
 
Garden City model offers 
alternative solution that can 
reflect unique regional and 
local placemaking 
circumstances 

2.0 VISIONARY

13

For example, certain post war New Towns, as well 
as being extremely expensive to build and main-
tain, have su!ered signi"cant problems with low 
quality housing stock, poor space shaping and low 
demand. There could be scope to consider staged 
redevelopment to Garden City principles, at the 
level of the house, block, area and town.

We suggest that depending on local and regional 
needs, the market economy and local vernacular, 
all three models are viable, practical solutions that 
can be tailored to local requirements, site condi-
tions and locations. We list some of the advantag-
es and disadvantages of each in a footnote. 13 All 
meet the primary principles developed by Howard 
of keeping the local community of country and 
town, residential and commerce in equilibrium to 
produce a successful and popular community. In 
this way the vision of combining the advantages 
of “the most energetic and active town life, with all 
the beauty and delight of the country” can again 
be achieved.

In the next section we explore the economic via-
bility requirements for this delicate balancing act.

New Towns
Business parks

Suburban sprawl
Urban voids
Motorways

Zone-based planning

2 1 S T  C E N T U R Y  U R B A N I S M2 0 T H  C E N T U R Y  U R B A N I S M

Garden Cities
Mixed use urban zones

Garden suburbs
Urban repair

Green mobility - public transport
Place-making

Contrasting 20th and 21st century urbanism… 



2.0 VISIONARY

Where would these Garden Cities go?

The question seems to us to be about not just 
how a Garden City can be designed and built but 
where. It seems likely in these egalitarian times, 
that the !restorm of protest that would result from 
a Garden City proposal in the south east of England 
would render it politically impossible to achieve in 
a workable timescale. Garden suburbs or repairing 
existing settlements is however eminently possi-
ble.  We therefore suggest that three Garden City 
models be considered for delivery, depending 
on spatial, political and economic circumstances. 
These are:

11
This urban-to-rural transect hierarchy has appropriate building and street types for each area along the continuum.
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Rural zone
Primarily agricultural 
with woodland and 
wetland and scat-
tered buildings

Sub-Urban zone
Lawns and land-
scaped gardens sur-
rounding detached 
single family houses

General Urban zone
Mix of houses and small 
apartments with some 
commercial activity; bal-
ance between landscape 
and buildings

Urban zone
Commercial  mixed 
with terraced houses, 
larger apartments, 
o"ces and civic 
buildings. 

Urban core
Medium to high densi-
ty mixed use buildings, 
entertainment, civic 
and cultural uses. 

Natural zone
Natural landscape 
with some agricul-
tural use
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A Garden City acording to ‘‘transect principles’’.

2 0 T H  C E N T U R Y  U R B A N I S M

Rural sprawl Green space

Sub-Urban sprawl

Unstructured 
block

Shopping mall

Culs-de-sac
Business park

Sub-Urban sprawl

Rural sprawl

2 1 S T  C E N T U R Y  U R B A N I S M

Placemaking aspects 
 
Any new Garden City should 
start with Ebenezer 
Howard’s design principles  
 
Also benefit from 
masterplanning, mixed use, 
avoid ‘dormitory’ approach 
 
Based on ‘transect’ 
approaches 
 
Backed with design codes 
and pattern books that reflect 
21st century elements like 
communications 
technologies and low carbon 
production 



Part Eight: Considering Poundbury and other examples 
of  successful urbanism. Implications for Dorchester 2050�




Geddes Street, Chapelton 

Are examples of  building New Towns in a Garden 
City sympathetic mode round the country



Liddell Place, Chapelton of Elsick 



Leon Krier 
masterplan of  
Poundbury



Leon Krier



Leon Krier 
masterplan of  
Poundbury



Leon Krier 
masterplan of  
mixed use area 
in Poundbury



Leon Krier 
masterplan of  
Poundbury







Source for following photographs: Dr Matthew Hardy











Examples like Poundbury and Chapelton of Elsick show what can be 
done 
 
Several identical factors at work at each of these sites: an interested landowner,  a 
clear vision, a committed leadership team,  strong and ongoing community 
engagement, pragmatic target driven programming 
 
Can Dorchester 2050 achieve that kind of result? 
 
What needs to happen to bring that about? 



Thank you!


Susan Parham
s.parham@herts.ac.uk




